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The Contents

February, a rant interior.
Drinking, smoking, panic, fear.
(Pastoral dialogue:
I ran through the snow like a . . .
a sonnet.)
A guitar. Awake!
A city winter, Saturday afternoon.
A hospital
overlooking the river.
Day and night: the hosts of dreams.
Woman on a beach. Very rainy.
Two epitaphs. Written in January.
to Jane, to the mountains of New York.
elegies, horns of my desire.
Digression: it seems far away.
Anxiety: I will always love you.
To hell with it. Oh, full moon.
In Paris, man with tulip, 1950,
matted and framed, the sad thing
died. I am (whistle) a fine dust.
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Or To Know

to have known
or to know by,
at least,
the end of them
(the years)
then to know
what breath is
and to breathe again
safe
in the knowing
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The Start of Spring

snow
and a bird’s whistle
where was the time
to write
snow
and a bird’s whistle
it was
in the spring-
time to write
snow
and a bird’s whistle
in the beginning of
spring
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I set my bow in the cloud and it shall be a sign.

He planted a vineyard; and he drank of the wine;
and he forgot. Years passed. He grew old and died.
I remember it all because of the sign set in the cloud.
What glistens is not necessarily paramount. This is
also my bow; its colors lack magnificence. But,
read it and know in what direction it points. It
points to its close as the man to his passing.
Here I set my hand against the sign. To be; not to be
remembered— that is the knowledge sought: planted
vines insufficient; clouds exhaustible. To set it
so that the I can be I and not forget. There will
be no sign but all reference in one word, arrow-
like shot from the bow to loop and tie these earthly
words in the drink of the dead man who forgot.
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Composition

More than the usual space:
the room and the occupants;
there, breathing space,

instead of tight in a box
now tight in the larger
air of that room.
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The Bitter Seeds of Work

We were far from that masonry of the vertical,
the city. Its lattice work was as perfect
as a spider’s web. Imagination is a mimic of 
the real. “This,” I said, “is not real.” We
had forgotten the dog patches of York Avenue.
The cry was beneath us when sweat was between
us. With our heaves, our goose-pimples sighed.
I had forgotten your name, but had vowed to
die to prove that you were alive. The city:
that romance of the real, that cyst to pick
thumbnail to thumbnail. “Let’s leap,”
I shouted, “to stand at the summit of these
stairs for the stars are impossible when unseen.”
“We must remain,” you replied, “in ever diminishing
circles.” Outside the street urchins stuck to
the sides of bald tires. We hid in each other
and avoided the sun as well as the night. Red
with passion, we reached our peak through prayer
and sweat. Our clocks, once the night owl’s hoots,
have become two weak hearts beating. The grass
grows long about our stones. In the gymnasium
you found me practicing for an unnamed war. We
are far from the masonry again. We are free.
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Or the thing itself turning into some other

A border so beautiful;
it’s crossed with difficulty.
Blooming in fall hardly seems possible.
We are taught, and thus tend to believe, likewise.
Yet, they do bloom white, rose, or red;
in full sun or light shade—
easily. Brilliant;
the blossom is an alternative to the taught.
It is crossed with difficulty,
while the taught is abandoned easily.
Hybrids are deceiving; not always perennial.
The anemone border excludes all others.
Yet, within Saint Brigid’s is another circle
and another. There is the circle that is
and the circle that attempts. Together
they achieve, always, others and let
lines such as these mediate between
seed and seed.
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Clause for a Uniform Manner of Writing

embrace but one act
and that shall be expressed in the title
title that knows no text
as hand without thumb, grip-less
without opposition
text knows no title that has no opposition
embrace but one act and there will be
never an expression
end the expression that has no title
never begun without the opposition
one act cannot embrace
roots of words that flower
words flower when embraced
no single word alone expresses that embrace
single words are not even titles
names or texts or comments upon them
single words placed on pages at random
cannot express the embrace that flowers
single words placed on pages at random
need the rule of the hand that embraces
the hand that embraces flowers
the hand that embraces flowers
into an expression of the opposition
thumb to forefinger grips
not at empty air but on the image
the image is now one of rabbits
rabbits run down the page
satisfied with the rabbits and the page
and the image of the rabbits on the page
and the not empty air, but the image
that grew from the thumb pressed to 
forefinger in opposition gripping expression
itself not the title name or comment upon
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whether rule governed or at random
was it that the rabbit ate the flower
and left nothing for the author to name and
unnamed the text knew no title
nor what act to embrace?
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Types

Cere ves ti
un vem the
teen hun and
O con lad
est con lad
est con O!
Gram the mem
semro arch in
ennor.
Ac mar an
ful mer,
am ward O
ful kie
for ber
for purl
est bohe it!
Mer! Mer!
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It was a very sad day

I didn’t even know these people
and it’s certain they never met one another.
Maybe it was the way the announcements were phrased
or the way they were laid out.
I mean Old Edie, Edie the Egg Lady
was squashed into this tight corner
and she was such a big lady.
She had just had
her teeth “fixed,” but the dentist
gave her a set that kept her old
gap so that fans could recognize her.
She didn’t even get to use them.
It didn’t say which set she was buried in.
And then there was Chester C. Smith,
who I had never even heard of before,
but he was the last, the last
survivor of a police posse that killed
Charles “Pretty Boy” Floyd in 1934.
Saddest thing though, more was said about
Floyd than about Smith. They went on
and on about “most wanted,” “notorious,”
“cornered” . . . But
all they said about Smith was that he
retired from the East Liverpool, Ohio
Police Department in 1957.
The day he died was the 50th anniversary of the
slaying of Floyd. Smith shot him dead
on his first try. They didn’t say anything
like “Old One Shot Smith” or anything.
I’ve said more about him than they did.
But the saddest thing by far was
Richard Brautigan, 49; gained
fame in ’60s with offbeat novels.
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I hadn’t even thought about him in 49 years
and apparently neither had anybody else.
His body had been decomposing for two weeks
before some sheriff found it. I suppose
that sheriff is fated to die on the 50th

anniversary of Brautigan’s death.
Might be the only way that he’ll be
remembered.




